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Register HK Event: Hybrid Talk | Using Games to Tackle
Wicked Problems and Make Worlds (Nov 14, 7:00 pm)

This talk explores ways that gameplay and game design help us think about some of the
most pressing issues of our time — from climate change to the spread of emerging
infectious diseases. Following an overview of the concepts of “serious games” and “critical
making,” Professor Patrick Jagoda offers a series of four cases of digital, analog, and
mixed reality games that he co-directed and created at the University of Chicago across
several labs, including the Game Changer Chicago Design Lab, the Fourcast Lab, and the
Weston Game Lab.

IN-PERSON REGISTRATION

ZOOM WEBINAR

Register HK Event: Workshop: Worldbuilding and Speculative
Design through the Creation of Rule Sets (Nov 15, 5:00 pm)

https://goo.gl/forms/1AeGjgZPtCmzQxUQ2
https://t.e2ma.net/message/cdyl4i/oaw7dx
http://www.patrickjagoda.com/about
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/hybrid-talk-using-games-to-tackle-wicked-problems-and-make-worlds-registration-723264031187?aff=enews1
https://uchicagogroup.zoom.us/webinar/register/9216508768389/WN_Kon9gcSyS_uNjsa3sepQcQ


"Worldbuilding" is the process of conceptualizing an internally-consistent setting, which we
see in fiction, film, television, design, and games across genres that include science fiction,
fantasy, horror, and more. Worldbuilding involves not only imagination, but also the
organizational and logistical work of making a world believable and inhabitable. 

The workshop will use a method from some of our speakers’ work, which involves creating
game rule sets for imagined worlds, as a way of imagining alternatives to the present world.
Participants will gain experience in the fields of speculative design and game design as they
operate in the arts, creative writing, and humanistic fields.  

IN-PERSON REGISTRATION

Hong Kong Memories: Miniatures & Photographs of Old Hong
Kong Streetscapes

Today we bid one last farewell to our award-winning “Hong Kong Memories: Miniatures &

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/worldbuilding-and-speculative-design-through-the-creation-of-rule-sets-registration-725923024307?aff=enews1
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Photographs of Old Hong Kong Streetscapes” exhibition. If you missed it, our virtual tour is
available now. Check it out to experience handcrafted miniatures and OldHKinColour's AI-
enhanced photographs of old Hong Kong online! 

VIRTUAL TOUR

168 Victoria Road, Mount Davis, Hong Kong
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